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ABSTRACT
The non-structural dengue virus (DNV) protein, DNV-2 NS2B/NS3 protease is a combination of
two proteins as 2B and 3 and these two proteins in complex replicate faster during dengue fever. The
objective of the present study was to detect hot spots and design of smart libraries for engineering protein
stability, substrate specificity, tunnels and cavities as well as suitable mutability position of studied
protein by using an online tool, HotSpot Wizard (version 3.0). The prediction results were obtained in
output interface for functional hot spots, stability hot spots (structural flexibility), correlated hot spots
and stability hot spots (sequence consensus) from the sequence string. It is concluded that the prediction
of pocket and mutability of this protein can easily be identified the structural alternation especially in
disease diagnosis and space for ligand binding site in pocket for the potential of new drug design.
Moreover, this computational prediction is suggested to compare with experimental hotspots for studied
protein in relation to therapeutic efficacies, which are lacking to prevent viral infection.
Keywords: Non-structural protein, NS2B/NS3 protease, protein engineering, HotSpot Wizard,
computational tool
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1. INTRODUCTION
The dengue fever (DF) is caused by dengue virus transmitted through mosquito Culex sp.
Several researchers have reported that dengue virus (DNV) has four serotypes DENV-1,
DENV-2, DENV-3 and DENV-4 having structural and sequence similarities (Drumond et al.
2013; Elahi et al., 2014; Mirza et al., 2016). Drumond et al. (2013) stated that the RNA genome
contains a single open reading frame that encodes a precursor polyprotein, which is co- and
post-translationally cleaved into three structural proteins such as capsid (C), pre-membrane
(prM), envelope (E) and seven non-structural proteins such as NS1, NS2A, NS2B, NS3, NS4A,
NS4B, NS5. Other researchers have also been observed the above-mentioned protein structures
(Pereira et al., 2008; Rothwell et al., 2009; Suganya and Mahendran, 2016). Among four
serotypes, any one can cause DF in human and sometimes characterized by haemorrhage and
capillary leakage, dengue haemorrhagic fever and dengue shock syndrome (DHF/DSS).
Sometimes, the DF occurred with or without any above-mentioned symptoms (WHO, 1997;
2009).
Generally, protein-protein interaction, which indicated residues of ΔΔG ≥ 2kcal/mol, is
termed as hot spot. In other words, certain residues in protein-protein interactions, also termed
as hot spots. These residues have unique and variety of energetic properties, can be designed
an important target of protein-protein complex (Morrow and Zhang, 2012). In different
experiments it was observed that only a small subset of contact residues obtained significance
binding free energy. These residues have been termed ‘hot spots’ and if mutated then they can
disrupt the interaction (Lise et al., 2011). The hot spot residues are contained mostly conserved
amino acids. Generally, NS2B/NS3 protease is a combination of two dengue viral proteins as
2B and 3 and these two proteins in complex replicate faster during dengue fever. It was reported
that NS2B cofactor is essential for the protease catalytic activity of NS3 (de Almeida et al.,
2013). This protein complex is very important for the recent research on anti-dengue drug
development. Till date several small molecules against DENV-2 NS2B/NS3 protease showed
less success in case of in silico study and confusing results have obtained in drug development
(Schüller et al., 2011; de Almeida et al., 2013).
Bloom et al. (2005) have emphasized that stability of proteins is of great concern, those
who are working on protein engineering research for the implementation of enzymes in
industrial sector. The recent study of protein stability is concerned about future utilization of
biomolecules in different sectors viz. biocatalyst, disease diagnosis and therapy, nanoscience
etc. (Bednar et al., 2015). In general, stability means protein gets unfold and refold during
unfavourable environmental conditions as temperature or solvent, etc.
In general, all proteins are simplest form and suitable example of evolvable biological
systems as per their potent biochemical functions in which alterations can be noted due to few
mutations (Aharoni et al., 2005). Wagner (2005) has revealed that evolvability is robustness to
mutations, and proteins are often quite mutationally robust. From past to recent experimental
study revealed that several proteins are retaining their native functions due to more than half
number of single mutant (Bloom et al., 2005; Rennell et al., 1991; Markiewicz et al., 1994; Guo
et al., 2009). From decades, it could be known the function and properties with the molecular
mechanisms through computational approach of any protein by researchers (Romero and
Arnold, 2009; Currin et al., 2015) and the exact function was unclear by the sequences of protein
encode but Sumbalova et al. (2018) predicted protein encode from the sequence in Hotspots
Wizard (version 3.0). Generally, enzyme is known as biocatalyst, which has specific substrate
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binding ability as lock and key strategy for maintaining biochemical reactions in an organism.
In recent trend of research, several computational tools for protein engineering have been
developed by researchers mainly detection for tunnel and cavity, smart libraries, mutation
positions, functions etc. (Bednar et al., 2015; Pavelka et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2011;
Chovancova et al., 2012; Brezovsky et al., 2013; Damborsky and Brezovsky, 2014; Kozlikova
et al., 2014; Sebestova et al., 2014; Bendl et al., 2014; 2016) as well as design mutation and
library from protein sequence (Sumbalova et al., 2018). The present study was to predict dengue
virus protein (NS2B/NS3 protease) hot spots and design of smart libraries for engineered
protein stability, substrate specificity, tunnels and cavities as well as suitable mutability position
through the design of library and mutation by using HotSpot Wizards, version 3.0.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2. 1. Selection of protein
The Dengue virus protein, NS2B/NS3 protease, the crystal structure of protein, .pdb files
as PDB ID: 2FOM was selected for the present prediction. The crystal structure has been
deposited by Erbel et al. (2006) in the protein data bank (www.rcsb.org).
2. 2. Retrieval of protein sequence
The protein sequence as Chain A: GSHMLEADLELERAADVRWEEQAEISGSSP
ILSITISEDGSMSIKNEEEEQTLGGGGSGGGG and Chain B: AGVLWDVPSPPPVGK
AELEDGAYRIKQKGILGYSQIGAGVYKEGTFHTMWHVTRGAVLMHKGKRIEPSWA
DVKKDLISYGGGWKLEGEWKEGEEVQVLALEPGKNPRAVQTKPGLFKTNTGTIGAV
SLDFSPGTSGSPIVDKKGKVVGLYGNGVVTRSGAYVSAIANTEKSIEDNPEIEDDIFRK
for NS2B/NS3 protease was taken from FASTA file developed by Pearson (1990).
2. 3. Study of automated protein engineering
The protein sequence downloaded from FASTA file and incorporated separately in the
input interface of HotSpot Wizard (version 3.0) online software. In this automated prediction
study, chains were not specified manually. The HotSpot Wizard 3.0 is free online software for
academic purpose to detect automatically hot spots and design of smart libraries for engineered
proteins’ stability, cavity and tunnels, catalytic activity, substrate speciﬁcity and
enantioselectivity (Pavelka et al., 2009; Sebestova et al., 2014; Bendl et al., 2014; 2016;
Sumbalova et al., 2018). This tool is an upgradation version of of HotSpot Wizard 2.0. On the
other hand, this present tool can be utilized for the annotation of protein structures. The older
version from 2009 is modified version 2.0 and the version 3.0 is modified from version 2.0
(Pavelka et al., 2009; Sebestova et al., 2014).
This present online server comprises sequence, structural and evolutionary information
obtained from 3 databases and 20 computational tools. In previous version (2.0), the online tool
integrates annotated residues, in which it can be known easily mutagenesis and designed
structure for suitable codons for each implemented strategy. Ultimately, this software helps in
comprehensive annotations of protein structures and engineering with the stable design of sitespecific mutations and targeted libraries (Bendl et al., 2014; Sebestova et al., 2014). Sumbalova
et al. (2018) have developed the workflow steps in HotSpot Wizard 3.0, the calculation is based
on four different phases such as particular protein sequence input and homology modelling
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(phase-1), quality assessment of the model (phase-2), functional hotspots, stability hotspots
(consensus), correlated hotspots and stability hotspots as structural flexibility (phase-3) and
smart library and design mutations as single point and multipoint (phase-4) respectively.
For statistical analysis, Z scoring values were obtained for each computational tools such
as DCA (Direct Coupling analysis), ELSC (Explicit Likelihood of Subset Variation), McBASC
(McLachlan Based Substitution correlation), MI (Mutual Information), aMIc (All Microarray
Clustering), OMES (Observed Minus Expected Squared) and SCA (Statistical Coupling
Analysis).

Figure 1. Hotspot wizard (3.0) input interface for NS2B/NS3 protease (PB ID: 2FOM)

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the present predictive results, the studied protein engineering strategies through
automated computational prediction were observed. Four separate prediction data such as
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functional hot spots, stability hot spots (structural flexibility), correlated hot spots and stability
hot spots (sequence consensus) for the studied protein through output interface of Hotspots
wizard 3.0 is depicted in Figure 2.
In functional hot spots, the data were obtained for activity, substrate specificity and
selectivity. Moreover, this step identified residues, which were forming catalytic pocket or
accessible tunnel that were not directly participated in the catalysis or located at the
evolutionary-conserved position. For stability hot spots (structural flexibility), the prediction
was done to identify the residues of flexible structure, which is observed mainly residues with
highest B-factors (Table 1). In case of the study of correlated hot spots (Table 2), the data were
obtained same as functional hot spots along with the identification of correlated position
through consensus approach resulted data from other computational tools viz. aMIc (all
Microarray Clustering), DCA (Direct Coupling Analysis), ELSC (Explicit Likelihood of Subset
Variation), McBASC (McLachlan Based Substitution correlation), MI (Mutual Information),
OMES (Observed Minus Expected Squared) and SCA (Statistical Coupling Analysis). For
stability hot spots (sequence consensus), consensus design is an important strategy for the
stabilization of proteins. It helps amino acid conservation in sets of homologous protein to
identify likely beneficial as well as deleterious mutations of the target protein.

Figure 2. Protein engineering strategies of NS2B/NS3 protease

Figure 3 (A, B and D), revealed that NS2B/NS3 protein showed different hotspots through
HotSpot Wizard tool (version 3.0). In general, hot spot determines the energy distribution along
with the interface region without homogenous in nature, where certain residues do not
contribute majorly for free energy binding (Wells, 1991; Clackson and Wells, 1995; Bogan and
Thorn, 1998; Gune et al., 2008; Tuncbag et al., 2009; 2010). The hot spot prediction detects the
exact protein binding sites, which helps for designing specific therapeutic agents in protein
interactions (Tuncbag et al., 2009). In Figure 3 (C), sequence consensus was obtained for target
protein. In this observation, wild-type and mutated consensus sequences were obtained based
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on hot spots (Richter et al., 2007). The molecular mechanism as structure and function of any
protein can easily be known (Romero and Arnold, 2009; Currin et al., 2015) from the exact
function was unclear by the sequences of protein encode but Sumbalova et al. (2018) predicted
protein encode from the sequence in Hotspots Wizard (version 3.0). It was documented that
experimental evolution work suffered major problems when occurred by several irregular study
of mutagenesis and detecting of large sequence libraries to evaluate the mutational landscape
and proteins showed important structural and functional properties (Currin et al., 2015; Bendl
et al., 2016).

A.

B.

C.

D.

Figure 3. NS2B/NS3 protease protein (2FOM): A = functional hotspot; B = stability hotspot;
C = sequence consensus and D = correlated hotspot (yellow ball = pocket; blue ball = tunnel)

Table 1 describes the functional hotspot of NS2B/NS3 where only chain B attached to
residues like Glu at 86 position, Gly at 87 position and Lys at 42 position while correlated
residues were not observed. The tunnels were not observed while pockets were showed catalytic
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as 1 no. in each case and 2, 7 for second one and 1 (from pocket 1) for third one in which Bfactor values 18.34, 16.46 and 12.88 Å2 respectively. The B-factor values mainly influenced
by crystal contacts and solvent conditions, various theoretical methods have used to predict
flexible regions, which help to determine the targets for stabilization (Reetz et al., 2006; Wijma
et al., 2013). The mutability rate was observed high and score values were 8, 8 and 7
respectively.
Table 1. Study of functional hotspots of studied protein.

Studied
Protein

Mutability
rate & score

Correlated
residues
&
position

Chains

Residues
& position

Secondary
structures

Pockets &
tunnels

Average
B-factor
(in Å2)

B

Glu & 86

Extended
strand (E)

1 (catalytic)

18.34

High & 8

---

B

Gly & 87

Extended
strand (E)

1 (catalytic)
2,7

16.46

High & 8

---

B

Lys & 42

Extended
strand (E)

1 (catalytic)
& 1 (from
pocket 1)

12.88

High & 7

---

2FOM

Zuo et al. (2009) stated that the residues Glu92 and Asp50 in the NS2B cofactor and
residues Gln27, Gln35, and Arg54 in NS3pro have been directly involved in interaction
between the ligand and the binding pockets on the enzyme. The kinetic study of the proteolytic
activity of wild-type and mutated NS2B-NS3pro enzymes supported that the residues identified
by modelling are involved in substrate binding. The study on computational and biofunctional
features it was found an evidence for potential dual role for NS2B cofactor-mediated activation
of NS3pro and they have explained that the folding of the enzyme complex to a catalytically
active conformational state and provided direct but weak secondary interaction sites for
substrate binding.
Table 2. Values obtained from different tools for functional hot spots of studied protein

Studied
Protein

2FOM

Consensus z-scoring values
Chains

MI

aMIc

DCA

ELSC

McBASC

OMES

SCA

B

1.66

2.60

1.46

6.65

1.24

7.84

3.81

B

1.88

2.58

1.57

4.79

1.19

9.58

5.75

B

2.91

2.95

2.47

4.42

1.18

7.69

4.41
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In Table 2, consensus z-scoring value was obtained for different tools such as MI 1.66,
1.88 and 2.91, aMIc 2.60, 2.58 and 2.95; DCA 1.46, 1.57 and 2.47; ELSC 6.65, 4.79, 4.42;
McBASC 1.24, 1.19 and 1.18; OMES 7.84, 9.58 and 7.69 and SCA 3.81, 5.75 and 4.41 were
obtained by using this tool for NS2B/NS3.

A.

B.

C.
Figure 4. Amino acids frequencies as per positions.
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In Fig. 4, it was obtained that the amino acid residues fulfilling the criterion of minimal
frequency in the multiple sequence alignment. The wild type variety was observed Glu (19%),
Gly (25%) and Lys (33%) as per positions of different amino acids frequencies of Ns2B/NS3
(Fig. 4A, B and C). Fig. 5 states that mutational landscape, which mainly showed the estimation
of the probability in relation to preservation of protein function for individual substitution at
the particular site of NS2B/NS3. It was obtained that deleterious mutation was only found in
Trp and Pro (Fig. 5 A and C) but no deleterious mutation was observed (Fig 5 B). In the present
computational study, the results were obtained for B chain, which indicated a strong linking
with the transitions than the A chain for NS2B/NS3 enzyme.
It was reported that mutability scale is ranged between 1 to 9 i.e. lower to higher rate. In
the present study high mutability rate was observed 8, 8 and 7 respectively (Table 1). In Fig.
5A and C, amino acids viz. Trp (52%) and Pro (24%) were observed deleterious mutation of
amino acids but in Fig. 5B, no deleterious mutation. According to Zuo et al. (2009), the kinetic
fitness of the three enzyme variants compared with the wild type, which provided some
indication that the residues of Asp50 and Glu92 on NS2B and Gln27, Gln35, and Arg54 on
NS3pro interacted directly with the substrate during the proteolytic process. On the other hand,
the experiment on yellow fever virus NS2B-NS3pro indicated that charged-to-alanine
mutations in the NS2B region have less deleterious effects on cleavage activity compared to
the protease domain (Chambers et al., 2005). Moreover, the effects of the mutations on substrate
binding and catalytic efficiency of the NS2B/NS3 proteases are weak (Zuo et al., 2009).
However, the prediction of different hotspots can be facilitated drug designing and
development. It was suggested that the starting point of a binding site of a receptor in the
hotspots may be granted to analyse docking of ligands (Gonzalez-Ruiz and Gohlke, 2006). On
the other hand, rigid docking lead to an achievement the comparatively least flexible hotspots,
which lead to an upgradation in protein docking has been performed by creating dominant
conformation of the hotspot side chains resulted through molecular dynamics probing rather
than the unbound X-ray conformation (Rajamani et al., 2004; Ozbabacan et al., 2010).
Thus, the prediction of hotspots is a suitable tool to identify exact functional mechanisms
of particular protein to identify mutant residue(s) in relation to cause of disease and new drug
development.

A.
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B.

C.
Figure 5. Amino acids mutability landscape

4. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, HotSpot Wizard (version 3.0) is an online computational tool, which
helped easily to obtain results for oxy-haemoglobin through protein engineering protocol by
the integration of several inbuilt databases derived from other bioinformatics tools and all the
data generated within short duration to prevent laborious jobs of experiment (Kozlikova et al.,
2014). This software also helped to incorporate only FASTA sequence file as an input of studied
protein without prior knowledge of computational biology to set up input interface. The
parameters like pocket identification and mutability prediction of NS2B/NS3 protease can lead
to know structural alternation in the particular disease diagnosis as well as space for ligand
binding pocket in new anti-dengue drug design. It is suggested in future to compare with
experimental hotspots for the validation of the present prediction work for therapeutic efficacies
and druggability assessment.
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